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AN ELEMENTARY PROOF 
OF THE DAVENPORT-HASSE RELATION 
STANISLAV JAKUBEC 
(Communicated by Pavol Zlatoš) 
ABSTRACT. Using a congruence for Gauss period the Davenport-Hasse relation 
for the Gauss sums is proved. 
Let p > 3 be a prime and x be a Dirichlet character modulo p. Let T(X) = 
P - 1 
___ x(x)(p be a Gauss sum. The following theorem shows a non-trivial multi-
x = l 
plicative relations between p — 2 Gauss sums. 
The following Theorem can be found in [3]. 
T H E O R E M ( D A V E N P O R T - H A S S E R E L A T I O N ) . If I is a divisor of p-1 and 
\ is a Dirichlet character modulo p satisfying xl i1 £, then 
r(X) n <xi>)=m
ir{xi) n rw-
For the proof of this theorem, see [2]. An elementary proof is known only in 
special cases. For / = 2 n the proof is in [1]. 
The aim of this paper is to show how this result can be obtained for the fields 
Z/pZ from the following lemma proved in [4], Here IT denotes a suitable element 
of Q(CP) such that N Q ( C P ) / Q ( T T ) =p. 
LEMMA 1. ([4]) Let p be a prime and n ^ l be a divisor of p— 1. There exists 
a prime divisor p of the field Q(Cn) with p \ p such that for any exponent S 
there are rational numbers a^ , . . . , a*_x satisfying 
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W ai = flHjT (m o dP)> 
(ii) T(X1) = naJV (mod ps) 
for i = 1,2,.. . ,n — 1. 
In [4], the prime divisor p is chosen to satisfy the congruence x(a) = a 
(mod p) for each integer a relatively prime to p. 
P r o o f of t h e T h e o r e m . Let x be a generator of the group of Dirich-
let characters modulo p. Denote k = 2-p-. Let i be a positive integer such that 
Xil^e. 
The Davenport-Hasse relation can be rewritten as follows: 
r(xl)r(xi+k) • • • r(x< + f c ( ' -1 )) = *" ( !>(x*)r ( X
2 k ) • • • r(x(l-l)k)r(X
H) • 
It is easy to see that both sides of this equality depend only on the residue 
class of i modulo k. Let us denote its left-hand side by a and its right-hand 
side by /?. 
For any positive integer j < p — 1 relatively prime to p — 1 let a- be the 
automorphism of Q(Cp_i, Cp) such that ^(Cp_i) = CP-i and a^) = Cp. Then 
aj(a -P) = T(X
ij)T(x{i+k)j) • • • r(X
i+{l-1)k)j) 
-tHl)T(xkj)T(x2kj)-'-T^^ . 
Let r = ij — [̂ f]&, then 
a^a-13) 
= r(X
r)r(xr+k) • • • r(X
r+(l-1]) - T'(l)r(xkj)r(x2ki) • • • r(x(l~l)ki)r(xrl) • 
Denote 
M. = r + (r + k) + (r + 2k) + • • • + (r + (I - l)k) = rl + (I - l ) ^ - ^ • 
By Lemma 1, for n = p — 1 we have 
a.(a-/?) = 7r^(p-l) '(a;<+ f c . . .<+ ( /_1 ) f c-x
W(!)a f ca; f ca^_1 ) f ca; () (mod p
s ) . 
We shall prove that 
a*r
aUk • • • ar+(/_i)„ = X
rl(l)a>lk ''' a\i-i)k<i ( m o d P) • 
We have mentioned that p satisfies 
Xr'(l)=lrl (modp). 
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From a* = |- (mod p) it follows that it is enough to prove the congruence 
1 1 1 _ , r / l 1 1 1 , . , 
r! (r + jfc)! (r + ( / - l)k)\ ~ k\ (2k)\ ((I - l)Jfc)! (W)! 
for each 0 < r < k. 
The last congruence can be easily proved by induction with respect to r . 
Thus there is an integer 5 G Q(CP> Cp-i) divisible by p such that 
<T.(a-P) = irM'6 ( m o d p 5 ) . 
Hence there exists an integer 8' G Q(Cp>Cp_i) divisible by p^(p-i) such that 
NQ(CP,Cp-1)/Q(CP)(« - P) = I I °M - « = ^
M j S ' (mod p * ) . 
( p - i , i ) = i 
For each automorphism a G Gal(Q(Cp,Cp_i)/Q(Cp--i)) we have a(p) = p . 
Therefore there exists an integer 8" G Q((p, Cp_i) divisible by p(p-iMp-i) such 
that 
Since M. > (/ - l ) ^ , we have - l i Ł z l , 
V " м. ^(i-.л\Ł E^^c-чV^-1)' 
( P - I , J ) = I 
Thus there exists an integer 8"' G Q(Cp>Cp_i) divisible by p(p-iMp-i) such 
that 
NQ<fr .C--i)/Q<a - « s P * ( r t * ' - x , l * V (mod p») . 
Hence the rational integer 
NQ(Cp,CP-i)/Q(
a " P) 
is divisible by the divisor 
h ^(pMp-i)^r+v?(pMp-i) 
r J 
and, consequently, also by the integer 
^ ( P M P - I J ^ + ^ P M P - I ) m 
Since a(a - 0) < 2pi for any a G Gal(Q(Cp,Cp_i)/Q) , we h a v e 
| N Q ( C p , C p - ^ ^ 
It is easy to see that 
(2p^y{p)ip{p~l) < P * ( P M P - I ) ^ + V > ( P M P - I ) 
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